
Year 9 Chemistry Remote Learning Programme: Summer 1 2021  
Lesson 

Number 
Lesson Title Lesson Detail 

1 Finite Resources 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/finite-resources-
6xh6ac 

 

This lesson will look at the Earth's natural 
resources and products. We will also look at the 
difference between finite and renewable 
resources. 

2 Life Cycle Assessments 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/life-cycle-
assessments-6dhkae 

 

This lesson will look at what life cycle assessments 
(LCAs) are, how they are carried out and how to 
analyse their data. 
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3 The Importance of Recycling 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-importance-of-
recycling-75gk2t 

 

This lesson will look at the importance of reducing 
waste, reusing products and recycling both in 
terms of environmental impact and ensuring 
materials for the future. 

4 Phytomining & Bioleaching 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/phytomining-and-
bioleaching-70tp4c 
 

This lesson will look at alternative methods of 
extracting copper and why alternative methods 
are important. We will compare the methods of 
phytomining and bioleaching. 

5 Water Safe to Drink 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/water-safe-to-
drink-60r3gc 

 

This lesson will look at the difference between 
pure and potable water. We will look at how 
water is treated so that it is safe to drink and also 
we will also look at two methods of desalination. 

6 Required Practical on Potable Water 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/required-practical-
on-potable-water-6ngkjd 

 

In this lesson we will look at the required practical 
on potable water. We will recap how to test for 
pH and calculate the mass of dissolved substances 
in water from different sources. We will also look 
at distillation as a method for purifying water. 

7 Waste water treatment 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/wastewater-
treatment-cmup4e 

 

This lesson will look at why waste water needs to 
be treated before being returned to the 
environment. We will look at the stages of sewage 
treatment. We will compare which method is 
easiest for obtaining potable water. 

Triple Rusting 
https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/rusting-6nhk6c 

 

This lesson will look at corrosion and rusting. We 
will look at experiments to see what is needed for 
rusting to occur as well as what we can do to 
prevent rusting. We will look at the sacrificial 
protection of iron using zinc. 

Triple Alloys 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/alloys-64v34e 

 

This lesson will look at metals and why they are 
often alloyed. We will look at common examples 
of alloys and what they are used for. 
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Triple Glass, Ceramics & Composites 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/glass-ceramics-
and-composites-c4w3ae 

 

This lesson will look at how glass is made as well 
as the uses of composites and ceramics. We will 
compare the physical properties of glass, ceramics 
and composites, and explain how their properties 
are related to their uses. 
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Year 10 Chemistry Remote Learning Programme: Summer 1 2021 

 

Lesson Number Lesson Title Lesson Detail 

1 Relative Formula Mass (FT) 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/relative-formula-
mass-ft-only-64r3cc 

 

This lesson will recap briefly on relative 
atomic mass and students will calculate 
relative formula mass and percentage 
composition of an element in a 
compound. 

2 Relative Formula Mass (HT) 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/relative-formula-
mass-ht-only-6gtp8d 

 

This lesson will recap briefly on relative 
atomic mass and students will calculate 
relative formula mass and percentage 
composition of an element in a 
compound. Students will also be able to 
work backwards and work out the mass 
and name of a metal in a compound using 
the relative formula mass. 

3 Moles & Avogadro’s constant (HT) 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/moles-and-
avogadros-constant-ht-only-chj3jt 

 

This lesson, students will use the equation 
mass = relative formula mass x moles to 
find any one value when given the other 
two. Students will use Avogadro's 
constant to calculate the number of 
atoms/molecules in a given mass and also 
calculate the mass of a given number of 
atoms. 

4 Balancing Equations using moles (HT) 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/balancing-
equations-using-moles-ht-only-6gwkar 

 

This lesson, students will write chemical 
formulae using knowledge of ion charges 
and balance equations using the same 
number of atoms rule. Students will also 
balance equations using moles. 

5 Reacting Masses (HT) This lesson, students will use a balanced 
equation to work out the quantity of 
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https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/reacting-masses-ht-
only-69jk4d 

 

reacting elements needed to produce a 
specified product and predict the mass of 
a product from a specified starting mass. 

6 Concentration 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/concentration-6rr6cc 

 

This lesson, students will define the word 
concentration and calculate 
concentration from mass and volume. 
Students will also be able to work out the 
mass of a substance in a given volume of 
a solution of known concentration. 

7 Limiting Reactants 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/limiting-reactants-
6mup4c 

 

This lesson, students will define a limiting 
reactant and calculate the limiting 
reactant from a balanced equation. 
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